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ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM 2019
NexStar connects international students and start-

105 students from 8 universities across Victoria were

ups in an experiential learning program to develop

successful applicants of NexStar 2019. These students

global market entry strategies. Each start-up/student

represent 19 different regions from around the world.

cohort team works towards a final global market

Out of 33 applications, 13 start-ups were selected

pitch. During the program, there are six workshops,

based on their global market readiness. These start-

mentor

stakeholder

ups are in Digital & IT, Manufacturing, Education,

events. The program covers market identification,

Life Sciences and Finance. Throughout NexStar,

customer development, global market strategy, IP

Victorian-based international students develop their

and regulatory frameworks, start-up resilience plus

skills and confidence by applying insights of their

pitch development to overseas investors.   These

home countries in start-up businesses. The start-ups

workshops are uploaded and are readily available

gain a global approach to scaling through the diversity

after online registration.

of the cohort. NexStar alumni are building stronger,

sessions,

teamwork

and

more collaborative communities to further advance
In its second year, the 2018 pilot program (formerly

Melbourne as a global hub for education, innovation

known as G-Step) attracted large numbers of

and entrepreneurship.   

Victorian-based students and start-ups, the NexStar
2019 launch night proved just as popular with over
600 participants registered for the first night and
hundreds of received applications. Workshops have
featured business leaders, accelerators and founders,
speaking on key aspects of start-up best practices.
This year, NexStar is delivered in partnership with
ACASE, City of Melbourne and PWC and supported
by Study Melbourne. Our regional partners Runway
HQ, have facilitated NexStar workshops in Victorian
regional areas.

Night, where a select audience of government,
professional services, investors, and key decisionwatch

The NexStar alumni are young entrepreneurs and
future leaders. We welcome partnerships with
universities and businesses who are looking to
increase their offering to the Asia-Pacific start-up
and tertiary student ecosystem in 2020. We can tailor
NexStar to be industry specific, address pertinent
issues and engage deeply through our design format.
We invite partners to access the best talent emerging

The program finale is the NexStar Innovation Pitch

makers

PARTNERSHIPS

start-up

founders

pitch

their

international marketing strategy. Two winners are
selected to travel to Asia. Their winning student team
members are offered cash prizes.

from the NexStar cohort.
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2019 START-UPS

Hike is an all-in-one retail management platform. Its omnichannel
includes cloud POS, smart Inventory management & integration
with renowned business apps and payment processors.
www.hikeup.com

Hike has brought together retail and management experts,
eCommerce gurus and software developers to create an
unbeatable team with the skills and motivation to deliver
what retailers deserve – a better point-of-sale system.
Start-up Member: Jay Sutaria
Students:
Chhaikheang Sok, Enrique Fleitas, Xinyue Bai, Chun Ting Lin,
Xueming Song (Rebecca), Mahya Tavan, Irene (Yongchen) Lu

Parsl is a business developing a supply chain platform by
leveraging NFC, IoT and blockchain technology to provide
a secure, transparent, immutable and scalable system to
authentic and track products and payments.
parsl.co

The platform is primarily targeted to streamline the global
cannabis supply chain industry by delivering value to
everyone involved in Seed-to-Sale process by facilitating
seamless reporting and compliance.
Start-up Member: Isaac Balbin
Students:
Ronald Tay, Prashan De Silva, Lingxuan Kong,
Sheikh Hasan Al Banna Ohi, Shekher Mudgal, Harshit Sethi
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breezydine.com

BreezyDine is an online platform which enables a diner to
make a reservation at a restaurant, then pre-order and pay
for their meal from the online menu. This ensures diners get
their meals served at their table on arrival, thus making the
dining experience a lot less stressful.
Start-up Member: Shane Skidmore
Students:
Karan Acharya, Ran Suan, Hui Dong, Yintao Liu, Aditya

www.egtech.com.au

Expanded Glass Technologies supplies ECOLITE expanded
glass granules to building product manufacturers across AsiaPacific. ECOLITE is a non-flammable light weight aggregate
possessing excellent thermal and acoustic properties, sell a
light weight aggregate made from recycled bottles.
Start-up Member: Richard O’Shanesy
Students:
Shuyang Fan, Yi Jin, Aditya Desu, Jia Yi Loh, Jianshu Zhang,
Cara Shrivastava, Deepti

www.logix1.com

LogixOne is a platform that helps digitally transform
disconnected paper based companies into a digitally
connected organizations with the emphasis on organised.
The platform is not only software but the ongoing technical
services that enable organizations to super charge their very
own business management system.
Start-up Member: Peter De La Fontaine
Students:
Prateek Kamalaksha, Kisshen Singh, Hao Qian, Changing Xia,
Qian Li, Wade (Weijun) Lam, Joanne Go Ern Ern
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2019 START-UPS

www.trustedfoodgroup.com

Trusted Food Group is a Wine Fraud technology start-up
founded to protect the integrity of Australia’s leading luxury
wine brands from fake and counterfeit wine. Its mission is to
help Australia’s luxury wine producers to sell more at higher
margins and protect imported wine drinkers from wine fraud.
Start-up Member: Wes Ward
Students:
Linh Nguyen, Shida Wang, Sameer Saxena, Shuyuan Xiao,
Xisheng Li, Jessica Herlina Laihad

www.rounded.io

Rounded is an online accounting software app designed for
freelancers and sole traders to manage their accounting
affairs. Rounded is designed exclusively for these users and
to meet their specific needs as opposed to the needs of
small businesses.
Start-up Member: Nicholas Beames
Students:
Isaac Nelapana, Cheng Lin Chao, Zhenyi Chen, Nicole,
Prachi Bametha, Akshita Arora
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tickpay.com.au

TiCKPAY is an omnichanel payment gateway that incorporates
a special SDK for card-present transactions via our world-first
mPOS (similar to Square payment but without hardware).
They have strategically partnered with My Verification Service
(MVS) and First Data international to enable TiCKPAY clear
credit card and debit card transactions in 100 countries
trading 52 different currencies.
Start-up Member: John Sajadi
Students:
Qinyu Wu, Mengjie Chen, Shivampetha Priyanka, Jingyao Cao,
Zihan Zhang, Manasie Bajpai, Jessica Heaton

www.passel.com.au

Passel is an on-demand delivery service where shoppers deliver
on their way home to shoppers. Their predictive technology
enables Passel to identify a person who is already about to
make the required journey, and then reward them for making
the delivery. Passel’s initial target market is non-perishable
retail, including fashion, gifts, books and groceries.
Start-up Member: Marshall Hughes
Students:
Amrita Raja, Manvi Goyal, Irene Yuan, Molo Yu, Shuping Wang,
Kaustubh Mundada, Sanjeev Singh

www.irehabinstitute.com

The International Rehabilitation Institute (IRI) provides
best-in-world education, career training, continuing
professional development, and medical devices in the fields
of rehabilitation and regenerative medicine. Their Faculty
and Scientific advisors are international experts in their
fields. We serve the needs of students, universities, hospitals,
health practitioners, governments and clinic owners.
Start-up Member: Greg Li
Students:
Meishan Song, Nora Wong, Alex Gonzalez, Chenqin Zhang,
Yi Xie, Siddhi Raybagkar
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2019 START-UPS

aspiresme.com

ASPIRE is a digital tool that supports a social business
network, deployed across a region. ASPIRE extends beyond
passive digital systems, where information is posted by
‘sellers’ online for potential ‘buyers’. It goes one step further
than a passive waste exchange by actively suggesting business
to business collaborations.
Start-up Member: Cameron Mackenzie
Students:
Yayuan Luo, Mahima Chaudhary, Zhangli Cheng, Chen-An,
Aihua Siao, Nayanthi Jayawickrama, Trong Nhan Tran

www.motusscience.com

Motus Science is pioneering data-driven and evidencebased approaches to promote human health and well-being,
tackle climate change and establish smart cities. They offer
movement pattern data, behavioural insights & personalised
recommendations in the health, transport and planning
sectors to move the world forward.
Start-up Member: Jose Mantilla
Students:
Tanisha Agarwal, Yran Wang, Naomi Wong, Sharon Qian,
Tori Li, Ish Kadakia, Rhea Jemimah Thyagaraj
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FINGERTECH

FingerTech is a start-up which is dedicated to developing an
intelligent sign language translation system for people who
suffer hearing loss problems.
Start-up Member: Hongwang Xiao
Students:
Piran Minoo Tarapore, Ruiying Gong, Gajan Satgunarasam,
Yating Xhuang, Fiona Lyu, Yuyang Wang, Yutong Sha,
Chongzheng Zhao

COLLAB
CONSULTING

Collab Consulting Pty Ltd is a new start-up who currently
collaborates with Monash and Swinburne Universities to
develop new cyber security solutions for enterprises and
private users. They are also forming new partnership with
CSIRO Data61 through a government half-funded project.
Start-up Member: Ryan
Students:
Nien-Chia Yu, Kaid Ahsan, Miral Rathod, Kuan Sheng, Chen,
Chih-Ting Su, Phuong Anh Nguyen, Dung Huynh

dbtattoo.com.au

Double Bass Tattoo is the only business to offer the unique
Guitar Art service using Pencil. Their Guitar Art is known
as “Pencil Tattooing” and as human tattooing has been
embraced by the mainstream public, Pencil Tattooing
will become a highly desired method to allow Guitarists to
expose their unique character.
Start-up Member: Gypsy Spelling
Students:
Xuan Pei, Yeeko, Maya Wen, Srusti Udayakumar,
Caroline Pribble, Renaldi Prima
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MENTORS

ANUP BATRA

BRANDON BURNS

ANDREA DING

Founder, Active Investors

Head of Community, Runway

CFO, International
Rehabilitation Institute

HEATHER DISHER

AL FULLERTON

GLORIA GU

Business Leader

Founder & Managing Director,
AgTech Capital Group

International Business Specialist

DORIS LI

DR GREG LI

CAMERON RAMBERT

CMO & Director of China Marketing,
How Communications

CEO, International
Rehabilitation Institute

Founder, Frankston Foundry

DR PAVEL REDDY

JAY SUTARIA

ANGELA YAO

Scientist R&D Tax Advisor Mentor

Co-Founder, Hike POS

Secretary General, ACASE
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WORKSHOPS
This coursework follows a sequence designed to gradually
build up to the final deliverable, which includes a Go To
Market report and pitch deck to present to global investors.
Content is inspired by and drawn from a wide variety of
reputable start-up entrepreneurs and thinkers, aiming
to introduce start-up teams to real-world start-up case
studies, tools and helpful frameworks that can aide a
start-up’s pursuit of growth.
Coursework is divided between individual and group based
activities, allowing for all participants to derive both individual and collective benefits
throughout the program. Unlike traditional academia, coursework is not graded or formally
assessed. Progress is, however, regularly monitored. Teams are supported through the
assistance of program mentors and ACASE administrative team.
Upon the conclusion of each workshop, NexStar participants are assigned complementary
coursework to help reinforce workshop content and strengthen the likelihood of a
successful outcome for all involved.

WORKSHOP 1: IDEATION & ORIENTATION
Focus:
Start-ups and small business are critical to the Australian economy. They create jobs, spur
innovation, and foster the entrepreneurial ‘aussie battler’ spirit that has helped position
Australia as key global innovator. Learning to ‘think bigger’ and understanding the true scale
of opportunity that exists from taking a global focus can significantly shape a business both
in strategy and future profitability.
Speakers:
• Marshall Hughes (Passel), CEO
• Nigel Blair (Nihao Global), Founder
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WORKSHOP 2: CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT
Focus:
More start-ups fail from a lack of customers than from a failure or product development. Therefore,
understanding the local market is imperative for start-ups looking to expand into international
markets. The role of this workshop is to help start-up founders identify what are the pains and gains
of their prospective international customers? Are they the same as the primary market? Where do
they differ? Why do they differ? Answering these questions will dramatically shape their go-to-market
offering in the future.
Speakers:
• Chris Romano (SproutX), Head of Growth
• Michelle (Qiujing) Wang(SparkSeeker), Co-Founder

WORKSHOP 3: DEVELOP “GO TO MARKET” STRATEGIES
Focus:
When you are unveiling a new product, the last thing you want is to waste time and resources bringing
a product to market where or when it’s unnecessary. To avoid this, it’s important to craft a carefully
thought out plan. This workshop will focus specifically on what components you need to consider
when preparing your start-up’s Go-to-Market strategy in any new market, such as your Channels and
Customer Relationships, business model and retention strategy.
Speakers:
• Chris Warry(PwC), Director Asia Practice - Export Advisory
• Anna McLaurin(PwC), Senior Manager
• Srikar Maddi(Kolossus Digital), Director
• Pawan Lalwani(Language Your Way), CEO
• Lauren Nakache (ENNOBLIR), Founder & Marketing Strategist

WORKSHOP 4:
THE STRESS OF SUCCESS - DEVELOPING MENTAL RESILIENCY
Focus:
What is success…really? Is success to you the same as it is for others? As a start-up founder, managing
your mental health is one of the most important skills you can develop as a leader, since it flows to
your team members and permeates the entire culture of your organisation. In this workshop we look
explore the various ways stress manifests itself internally and externally for entrepreneurs, as well as a
provide some actionable insights to both recognise and manage stressors as they present themselves.
Speakers:
• Tom Howard(Adioso), Co-Founder
• Valerie Judge (Melbourne Social Work and Psychology Consultants (MSWPC))
• Ravini Abey, Psychological Scientist
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WORKSHOP 5: IP AND REGULATORY ENVIRONMENTS
Focus:
Does your start-up idea have its own secret recipe? Maybe its an idea you think is too early to patent,
let alone share with the rest of the world. Intellectual property is serious business and incorrectly
navigating the IP minefield could cost your start-up potential millions. This is not just another start-up
event about the basics of IP. An evening full of invaluable insights and practical talks, we’ll review some
of the risks, opportunities and strategies you can implement when looking to protect your IP as you
expand your business overseas.
Speakers:
• Robynne Sanders(DLA Piper), Partner
• Yongqiang Li (CBRE), Director at CUFE-VU

WORKSHOP 6: PITCH TRAINING
Focus:
Grants, customers, or investors? There are a multitude of ways in which businesses can raise capital
for their global expansion but each comes with its own advantages and disadvantages. In this workshop,
start-ups will learn what channels exist for international development funding, both locally and abroad,
as well as hear from experts around how to identify and navigate relationships with local stakeholders.
Speakers:
• Alejandro López(Amberes Ventures), Co-Founder & Managing Director

GEELONG WORKSHOP: ACCESSING OVERSEAS MARKETS (MASTERCLASS)
Focus:
Are you an international student looking to build a start-up or are you a start-up planning to develop
your business overseas? Would you like to hear first hand how to access overseas markets from the
fellow who has recently done exactly that? In this 1-hour intensive master class you will hear from
4 amazing entrepreneurs who have all had experience exporting, expanding and venturing into the
overseas market from Australia. You will also learn some of the insights, tips and tricks on how to
expand your business with confidence overseas!
Speakers:
• Dr Hamid Abdi (Deakin Universities), Senior Lecturer Engineering
• Maurice Grasso, Angel Investor and member of Melbourne Angels
• Tony McKenna (Corio Bay Dairy Group), CEO of an Australian start-up
• Aamir Qutub (Enterprise Monkey), Founder
• Greg Jury (Bottlepops), Founder
• Shannan Gove (Rosterfy), Co-Founder and Director
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NEXSTAR TEAM
ELIZABETH WINKELMAN

CAN WANG (CHARLES) XU
Program Co-Ordinator

Business Development
Manager

CAMERON RAMBERT

ERJIANG FU

Chief Mentor

ACASE Founder

SHUXI WANG
ACASE Operations

ACASE is a not-for-profit organization that
provides entrepreneurial training and mentoring
to scientists and students and connects
entrepreneurs and start-ups to international
markets. With over 1000 members, ACASE’s
community are from different countries,
different disciplines and different universities
and institutes across Victoria.

The City of Melbourne is a public statutory
body who aims to achieve the community’s
vision for Melbourne to be a bold, inspirational
and sustainable city. The City of Melbourne is
home for 56,000 international students, and
ten universities and 100+ education providers.
International education is a high priority for the
City of Melbourne which continues to deliver
high-quality services and activities to improve
international students’ experiences of living,
studying and working in Melbourne.
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EVENTS INTERNS
Through professional networking,
workshops and mentorships,

SAM LE

XING YEE WONG

the NexStar Internship Program

LILY WU

provides an unique opportunity
to engage with innovative
start-ups and international
students.

MAI YEN DOAN

YIWEN TANG

LEARNING INTERNS
The Nexstar intern
program provides a great
platform to learn about
the local start-up scene

ANSH BORDIA

and make some important

ALBINA MARDVAEVA

JIEYING LI

connections in the
start-up world.

DARREL LIM

HUGO FULLER

MARKETING INTERNS
The NexStar intern program
is the perfect opportunity for
me to work collaboratively
with industry professionals

Jane Chong

KARENA KWONG

LUIS PATINO DEL TORO

while gaining industry insights.
It promotes diversity and
globalization that enhances
my social connectivity.

MAX GIAMMARIO

YUNQI BAO
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS

WORKSHOP 1

IDEATION & ORIENTATION
WORKSHOP 2

30th August (Deluxe Place)

CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT
10th September
(Melbourne Town Hall)

WORKSHOP 4

THE STRESS OF SUCCESS –
MENTAL RESILIENCY

26th September (RMIT)

GEELONG

ACCESSING OVERSEAS
MARKETS (MASTERCLASS)
8th October (RunwayHQ)

MELBOURNE

FINAL PITCHES AND GALA NIGHT

17th October
(Melbourne Town Hall)

SOCIAL NIGHT

November TBD
(WeWork Spencer Street)

WORKSHOP 3

DEVELOP “GO TO MARKET”
STRATEGIES
17th September (PwC)

WORKSHOP 5

IP AND REGULATORY
ENVIRONMENTS

30th September (DLA Piper Australia)

WORKSHOP 6

PITCH TRAINING

10th October
(Community Hub, Docklands Library)

BALLARAT

REGIONAL EVENT

November TBD
(Ballarat City Council)

GO TO MARKET STRATEGY
AND REPORTS DUE
31st October
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TESTIMONIALS
One of the students you allocated to us is a

Engaged, energetic, smart students from

shining star. He has already sent through a country

diverse backgrounds have the potential to help

analysis for India to help us understand the cultural

Passel transform global communities.

differences and a questionnaire for us to complete to

— Start-up founder

understand our company’s vision and 5-year plan.
Looking forward to the next event.
— Start-up founder
Working with a start-up will
expose me to various challenging
situations where my merit will be
We certainly value the Melbourne international student

tested, and I will accumulate knowledge

community which comes from such a diverse background.

and skills of numerous aspects of the

Our major market has been Australia + US and now we are eyeing

relevant industries. Nexstar program

emerging economy like Asia, Africa, South America.

is providing me with that opportunity,

— Start-up founder

and this hands-on learning prospect
excites me the most.
— Student participant

The program which I attended in
recent days is one of the best. In my belief,
it really helps to curb the gap between

I believe NexStar would also allow me to learn from

Australia and other nations. Also, I hope

unfamiliarity, take on challenges and try something new. As I

it will eliminate the stereotypes about

come from a multiracial country, this has provided me a global

other nations in international trade,

perspective and I hope I will be able to contribute valuable

making Victoria truly global. Once again

insights on market entry in other countries.

thank you for making us a part of such a

— Student participant

good initiative and nice work, keep it up.
— Student participant

NexStar encompasses all
these special opportunities into
NexStar is a great opportunity to get real industry experience.

one unique program that is mutually

By participating in NexStar program, I can apply what I have learned

beneficial for all participants.

from my major of study together with other international students to

— Student participant

help local start-ups in Melbourne to have a global awareness.
— Student participant

